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RESEARCH MEMORANDUM
DAMPING IN ROLL OF STRAIGHT AND 45° SWEP’I!WINGS
OF VARIOUS TAPER RATIOS DETERMINED AT HIGH
SUBSONIC, TRANSONIC, NiD SUPERSONIC
SPEEDS WITH ROCKET-POWERED MODELS
By E. Claude Sanders, Jr.
Rocket-powered flight
damping in roll of several
with various taper ratios.
from 0.8 to 1.45. Dsmping
tests have been conducted to determine the
wings of 0° arid45° quarter-chord-line sweep
The Mach mmibe-rrange of these tests was
in roll decreased with decreasing taper ratio
at approximately the ssme rate for swept and unswept wings, and was also
decreased by sweeping the quarter-chord line. E@eri?nental data were
much lower than predicted by theory for the swept wings. The drag at
zero lift was consistently of a lower magnitude for the 45° swept tapered - ‘
series than for the unswept tapered series.
INTRODUCTION
The damping in roll of Wings is of importance in the calculation
of lateral stability and rolling performance of”airplanes and missiles.
The NACA has devised a simplified rocket-model technique, reference 1,
utilizing canted nozzles to produce a torque, which allows a determination.
of dsmping in roll at high subsonic, trarmonic, and supersonic speeds at
high Reynolds nunibers. An investigation, utilizing the canted-nozzles
technique, has been conductedto determine the effects of wing taper on
the damping-in-roll characteristics of wings with 0° and 450 sweepback
of the quarter-chord line. These wings had”an aspect ratio of 3.71 with
an NACA 65Ao06 tirfoil section parallel to the model center line. The
variation of the total drag with Mach number was obttined for each model.
The test wings were mounted on identical bodies as described in refer-
ence 1.
2
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The duping-in-roll.coefficient and t~e total d&g coefficient
.
were obtained for each confifiration at zeio lift through a Mach number
range of approximately 0.8 to 1.45, coriesfidndingto.Reynolds numbers .—
from 3 X 106 to’11 X 106.
—-.
The mode~s were-~testedin flight at the
Langley Pilotless Aircraft Research Station at Wallops Island, Va.
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SYMBOLS
rolling-mcnnentcoefficient (L/qsb)
()fw~damping-in-roll derivatim ~ 2V
total-drag coefficient (D/qS)
ii’
total drag, pounds .r,
.,---- -,
rolling moment, foot-pounds
~~-of=trti rollingmmnent., ioot-pounds
torque,
rolling
rolling
forward
dynamic
pound-feet —
angular velocity, radians per second
angular acceleration, radians per “second*
. .—___
velocity, feet per secon~
pressure, pounds per squ~e foot
Mach number
1
aspect ratio (b2/S~)
Reynolds number, based on the mean
included wing-
taper ratio, ratio of tip chord
“airfoil-sectionthickness ratio
angle of aweep of quarter-chord
mrnmmhzt-.
to
,.,
aerodynamic chord of
---- --- ----- :
“
---
—
,-. .:-, -
. . . . ___
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. .
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.
.
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.
chord at body center line
(parallelto center line) 6“
.
line, degr&s
.:
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Subscripts:
1“
2
wing span (diameter of circle generated by wing tips), feet
total wing area, thrice the area of semispan wing (wing
assumed to extend to model center line), square feet
twice area of semi.spanwing (wing assumed to extend to model
center line), square feet
moment of inertia about longitudinal axis, slug-feetz
torsional stiffness,
sustainer-on flight
coasting flight
MODELS
inch-pounds per degree
AND APPARATUS
The models used in thi& investigation were identical to those
reported in reference 1, except for wing design. The body consisted of
a cylindrical, wooden fuselage with a spinsonde nose section (reference 2)
l and incorporated a sustaining rocket motor with canted nozzles. The
test wings were attached with the 0.25 exposed mean aerodynamic chord
located 12 inches frcm the rear of this basic fuselage in a three-wing ----
.
arrangement. Wings tested in this investigation had taper ratios of
1.0, 0.5, 0.3, and O, and aspect ratio of 3.71, NACA 65AO06airfoil section
, parallel to model center line, and the quarter-chord line swept 0° and 45°.
A sketch of the model configuration and types of wing construction are
shown in figure 1. Figure 2 shows sketches of the wings tested and a.
table of pertinent wing geometti. Comparative value6 of torsional stiff-
ness for each wing are presented in this table. The wing was loaded about
midspan and the twist was measured at the wing tip. The technique used is
explained in reference 3; however, no correction for torsional stiffness
has been applied to the results presented in this paper.
.
Each model was launched from a rail-t~e launcher at an elevation
angle of approximately 70° to the horizontal and was accelerated to+a
Mach number of approximately 0.8 by means of a booster rocket motor which
separated from the model when its fuel was exhausted. The model was then
accelerated by an internal rocket motor with canted nozzles to a Mach
.
number”of approximately 1.4S. Thus, a Mach number range oflabout 0.8
to 1.45 WY covered corresponding to a Reynolds number range
.-
of 3 x 10 to 11 X106 based on the mean aerodynamic chord of the wing.
.
—
.,
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The rate of roll and rolling accelerationwere obtained by me~s
of a spinsonde (reference2) contained in the nose of the model. The
flight path velocity and longitudinal accelerationwere obtained with
a (!wDoppler”radar’set. Atmospheric measurements covering the altitude
range of flight tests were obtained
REDUCTION
The damping-in-roll derivati- was calculated by balancing the
moments acti~g & the model. The torque n.02zleand ~ng misalinement””
pr~duced.rollingmoments which were balance”dby the inertia moment and
the dtiping moment produced by the wing an~,body. M~ent equilibrium
for one degree of freedom may be written ~
— (1)
Resolving equation (1) into coefficient form at the same Mach number for
the accelerated and the decelerated portions of flight and solting them
simultaneously for the damping-in-roll derivative yields ‘ - -
b
(2)
.
The complete analysis of this method for determining the damping-in-roll
derivatiw may be found in reference:l.
The accuracy of CZPY CD> and their c6mponent ~rz’orsfor these
tests ~re estimated to be within the following lhits:
Torque T, pound-feet. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Rolling angular velocity, radian per second . . * , . . . . .
Damping-in-roll derivative . . . . . , . .
Total-drag coefficient
:: “ “ “ “-m” “ “
CD o “ “ “ “;” “ “’” “ “ “ ““” - “ “
Mach number M . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
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The preceding estimations are based on individual model calculations.
The agreement between results obtained for individual models in refer-
ence 1 was better than the estimated accuracy indicated for individual
models in the high-subsonic and supersonic speed rsnges. However, it
may be expected that the accuracy of the results presented herein is
better than the estimated accuracy throughout the entire speed range
investigated since these.models were not affected by the wing-dropping
phenomenon (reference 4) in the transonic region. A more complete analysis
of factors producing the error in c2P is reported in reference 1.
RESULTS KND DISCUSSION
The variation of damping in roll with Mach nuuiberis presented in
fi”gure3. The dsmping in roll for all the unswept wings (fig. 3(a))
shows about the sane general trend. There is a noticeable increase in
C2P for these wings in going from the high subsonic region into the
transonic region which is not evident in the swept-wing series
“(fig.3(b)). The dsmping in roll for the swept wings was not appreciably
affected by Mach number.
The damping-in-roll values frcm figure 3 have been rep~otted against
taper ratio in figure 4 in the form of a ratio of damping in roll for any
taper and sweep to the value of
. %p at zero taper and sweep. ThiS
figure presents the effects of both taper and sweep on damping in roll.
. The reduction in experimental damping in roll with decreasing taper
ratio is approximately the ssinefor the swept wings as for the unswept
wings as shown by curves faired through the expertiental values. In
both cases a reduction in taper ratio below 0.3.results in an appreciable
reduction in dsmping in roll. This reduction is predicted by theory for
unswept wings (M = 1.29 to 1.47) (reference 5) which is also shown in
figure 3. Theory also exhibits a noticeable Mach number effect on %P
which is not etident in the experimental data over the supersonic range
tested. However, the trend predicted by theory generally agrees better
with experimental data at M >1.2 than at transonic and lower super-
sonic speeds.
Theory is not available for the untapered 45° swept wing through
this Mach number range; snd therefore, the trend of theory for the swept
wings could not be plotted in figure 3.
. Sweeping the quarter-chord line 45° results in a
of approximately 30 percent in the supersonic range.
.
.
reduction in Cz
P
This is apparent
6 &Nl?mmmL NACA RM L51H14
.
frcm a comparison of the swept tapered wings with the unswept tapered
wings (fig. 4). A similar reduction in C!lp is
for the same change in sweepback on a wing with
with I?ACA65AO06 airfoil section.
A comparison of the relative magnitudes of
shown in reference 6
A=--k; k= 0.6 and
experimental and the~-
retical d~~ping ,in”rollis shown in figure 5. The-theoretical values
of c1 are higher than experimental values of Clp” This tendency,
P ..,
which has been noticed in previous investigations of damping-in-roll
characteristics of other wing plan forms (references.1S.nd7)) is believed
to be due to the combined effects ofbody fifluence “&.ztualinterference
effects between wings, section thiclmess, @d wing %i.ting which was
not taken into consideration in the theory for isolat~d wings (references5,
8, and 9). The first two effects ham. beeti.ldiscussedfor straight smd
swept untapered wings in reference 10.
The difference between theoretical and’”expertientalvalues of Cl
_? .. .-
in the supersonic region for the u@ept ,se~ies.cm”b~-.almost enti~ly
eliminated by applying an empirical correction factor (reference 11)
developed for rect6m@ar wings which ig dependent upo~ thickness and ..
aspect ratio.
“There iS amuch greater difference, however, between theoretical
and experimental damping in roll in the supersonic region in the case of
the swept-wing series. The correction facto~ previously mentioned whep
applied to swept-wing values reduces the dif~f”erencebe~we”en,experimental ,
and theoretical values but does not’e’liminateit. This was also shown to
be the case in reference 7 where the ~ffer~nce yas atjribute,dto aero-
elasti.ceffects for which there has been no correction applied to the ..:
present data.
The variations of total drag coefficient at zero lift with Mach ,
number are presented in figure.6 for the models te”sted.inthis imvesti~
gation. The drag coefficients for>he 45° swept tapergd wings (fig. 6(b))
were consistently lover than those obtained <or the unswept.tapered
wings (fig. 6(a)) as would be.expected.. Theeffec*e Of taper on drag
did not show a consistent patte~ in either the case of the unswept.
wings or the 45° swept wings. However, for.~he unswept wings, decreas&g”
the taper ratio generally reduced the drag ojer the speed rsmge but in
the case of the 45° swept wings decreasing t~he””taperti~ioincreased -
the hag at a Mach number of 1.0”althougt-ithad no”eftect at,speeti.,. ..:~-i-
beyond M = 1.2.
. .
.
.
. .
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CONCLUSIONS
The following conclusions were drawn’frcm tests of several wings
of 0° and 45° swept quarter-chord line, aspect ratio 3.71, NACA 65AO06
airfoil sections with “Yarioustaper ratios:
s 1. Damping in roll for the unswept and swept tapered wings .
decreased with a decrease in taper ratio at approximately the same rate.
.
2. A reduction in taper ratio below 0.3 resulted in an appreciable
loss in damping in roll.
3* Dsmping in roll was approximately 30 percent lower for the
—
series swept 45° than for the unswept series.
.
4. Theoretical values of dsmping in roll
rnental’valuesof damping in roll.
5. Increasing the sweepback angle of the
from 0° to ~5° decreased the total drag in the
range.
werehigher than experi-
Langley Aeronautical Laboratory
National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
. Langley Field, Va.
quarter-chord
transonic and
line
supersonic
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Figure 2.- Physical properties of test wings. All dimensions in inches.
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Ficure 3.- V~uciationof ,iampingin roll with Mach number.
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